
“No Emotion”
A Star Wars Comic

By Jim

Page One, Four Panels

1. BLACK PANEL. Only the lettering.

CAP.1: No Emotion

2. CLOSE ON: MAI FEL-TOR. A Jedi Knight. She’s deep in thought. She stands in the center of 
the council chamber in full Jedi robes. IN THE BACKGROUND: The blurred out shadows of the 
Jedi council sit in a ring around her. Daylight pours through the large, transparisteel windows 
over her shoulder. 

WINDU (O.P): Master Fel-Tor?

CAP.1: Mai Fel-Tor

CAP.2: Jedi Knight

3. BLACK PANEL. Only the lettering.

CAP.1: A Star Wars Comic.

4. PULL BACK: Mai stands in the ring of JEDI MASTERS sitting in their respective chairs. It’s 
the council that existed around the time of The Phantom Menace. MACE WINDU leans forward 
in his chair, his large right hand propping up his chin. YODA watches Mai carefully from his own 
seat. The rest of the Jedi Council are arrayed as such (Any Jedi you can’t indentify, I can find 
more info on): https://vignette1.wikia.nocookie.net/starwars/images/a/ac/
High_Council_Chamber.png/revision/latest?cb=20131116223700 

BACKGROUND: The Coruscant skyline outside the long Council windows. Lines of traffic trace 
patterns criss-crossing in the distance. 

WINDU: Are you ready to give your report? 

MAI: Yes, Master Windu. 

CAP.1: Coruscant - The Jedi Temple

CAP.2: One year before the Naboo Crisis.



Page Two, Six Panels

1. CUT TO: SPACE - THE PRESIDIAN DOR GRAVEYARD. A massive expanse of space with 
faint starlight in the distance. The wreckage of large, ancient Sith capital ships rotate in the 
blackness. Thousand year old debris ricochet off of each other in a three dimensional space.  
The FOUND RUIN, a Naboo freighter, maneuvers through the wreckage.

CAP.1: The Presidian Dor Graveyard - Unknown Regions

CAP.2: Where the renegade Sith Lord Darth Auretus made his last stand.

2. CUT TO: The Jedi Council. Mace Windu looks over steepled fingers at Mai. A few other 
members of the council, specifically Ki Adi Mundi, should be visible.

WINDU: I understand that you were on a mission for Master LLoka T’Tola of the Jedi 
ExplorCorps to find the Presidian Dor.

WINDU: And that you located the graveyard.

KI ADI MUNDI: Impressive. The Presidian Dor has not been seen for three millennia...

3. CUT TO; PULL BACK: INSIDE THE PRESIDIAN DOR’S HANGAR. Mai stands next to the 
Found Ruin amidst the cavernous black of the capital ships hangar. Behind her, a loading ramp 
extends up into the ship. She’s is surrounded by ancient Sith starfighter debris. She holds her 
lightsaber over her head as a makeshift glowrod. R5, Mai’s starfighter droid, is next to her.

SFX (Lightsaber, small font): Vwumm

R5: Tweeloweep? 

MAI: Stay here, R4. 

MUNDI (O.P): “... How did you find it?”

4. CUT TO: The Jedi Council. Mai stands in front of them, her gaze not faltering.

MAI: I was investigating a rumor on the Ring of Kafrene - a man there was claiming he knew 
where the graveyard was.

5. CUT TO: A second figure, NIK ARDOME, is coming down the ramp behind her. 

WINDU (O.P): “... And this was the man you met? The astrogationalist?”

NIK: I would be happy to stay with the ship, but I don’t want you to think less of me. 

6. CUT TO: Mai, smiling. Her eyes down in memory. 

MAI: Yes.



Page Three, Four Panels

Note: This page will be a series of panels following the action on the Presidian Dor, though not 
necessarily connected chronologically. It’s sort of like flashes of Mai’s memories of what 
happened on the ship. I think a fixed angle would also bring clarity to this section. 

1. CUT TO: Mai and Nik stand in front of a blast door that leads from the hangar to the bowels of 
the ship. It’s gnarled and black - the durasteel twisted from some great explosion, and beyond it, 
darkness.

WINDU (O.P): “And what happened next?”

MAI: I sense only darkness beyond that door.

NIK: Nice, comforting darkness?

MAI: The kind that can swallow stars.

NIK: Oh. 

NIK: You can go first. 

2. CUT TO: A corridor in the Presidian Dor. Nik races towards a open blast door as Mai down is 
slicing through A REACTIVATED SITH WAR DROID (Pictured here: http://starwars.wikia.com/
wiki/Sith_war_droid_Mark_I) just behind him with her lightsaber, deflecting blaster bolts. They’re 
being pursued by two more of the droids as the lead droid fires at them.

SFX (Lightsaber) Vwumm Vwummm

SFX (Droid blaster fire): Vchoo Vchoo Vchoo

NIK (Yelling): How are these droids active? How is any of this active? I thought this ship was 
three thousand years old?

MAI (Yelling, bigger font): Just get the door.

3. CUT TO: They’re in a trash compactor - Mai and Nik are up to their knees in sludge, 
surrounded by discarded metal, and the closing walls of the compactor. Above them in the 
opening where they fell down. Mai is resting her hand on Ric’s forearm as he tries to slice into 
an ancient computer terminal next to a door.

SFX (Trash Compactor, either side of the shifting walls): Vrrreeee

MAI: Calm yourself. You can do it.

NIK: Thank you, but I kind of need that arm to slice into this thing.

MAI: Oh.



Page Three, Four Panels cont. 

4. PULL BACK: Two rail-less bridges running parallel over a chasm. 

ON THE TOP BRIDGE: Mai is blocking a vertical strike from a MAGNAGUARD - its electrostaff 
crackles as it meets the lightsaber. A section of the bridge has been torn away and Mai’s back is 
to it. 

ON THE BOTTOM BRIDGE: Nik hunches behind a control panel on the right side of the panel. 
His blaster is drawn and ready. On the right side of the bridge stands REGUS MARKONAS. His 
blaster is raised as he fires two bolts at Nik’s hiding place. 

SFX (Lightsaber/ electrostaff): Shhhvvkrackkkk

SFX (Blaster): Vchoo vchoo

MARKONAS (Respirator): You’re too easy to track, Nik. You can’t escape Grakkus that easy. 

 



Page Four, Four Panels

1. CUT TO: The bridge of the Presidian Dor. It's a large black room with intact viewports 
revealing the stars beyond. Mai stands in front of a large circular holoprojector, typing at a 
keypad and staring up at a large, red galaxy map with golden pinpoints strewn across a certain 
sector of space. It’s a beautiful tapestry of the galaxy. Nik stands behind her, looking up at the 
map. 

MAI: This map shows us everything. 

MAI: Every single Sith world and stronghold at the time of the Great Galactic War. There are 
systems marked here that I’ve never seen before -

NIK (Interrupting): It’s beautiful.

2. CUT TO: Regus Markonas is standing over Nik - a blaster held to Nik’s head. Regus mask is 
scoured and black blast marks appear on his shoulder from the fight with Nik earlier. Nik is on 
his knees. Mai stands across from him - lightsaber ignited and holding a Sith holocron in her 
hand. They stand in front of a large, circular window. Metal struts that support the window 
spiderweb through it. To Mai’s right - a metallic stalactite and stalagmite that reach from the floor 
and ceiling and are connected by a red energy field that’s used to hold the Sith holocron. 

REGUS: I see you’ve found the holocron, Jedi. 

REGUS: Give it to me.

3. CUT TO: Blackness surrounds Nik and Mai. Mai holds a sith holocron in her hands. It’s red 
glow is the only light in the panel. Nik is gripping her shoulders and staring into her eyes, 
desperately. A voice surrounds them both. 

Auretus (O.P, LARGE FONT): The Jedi will die, Mai Fel-Tor, and you will not be able to save 
them.

NIK (Yelling): Whatever you’re seeing isn’t real, Mai! Mai! Look at me!

4. CUT TO: The docking bay of the Presidian Dor. Mai and Nik’s are turned away from the 
reader. They’re supporting each other as they struggle towards the open ramp of the Found 
Ruin where R4 waits.

R5: Tweetiloptweetwop!

MAI: You saved me. 

NIK: Yeah, well… you saved me first. 



Page Five, Six Panels

1. CUT TO: The Jedi Council.

WINDU: You were able to secure the holocron of Darth Auretus?

MAI: Yes. Right before the bounty hunter destroyed the ship and we were forced to make our 
escape.

2. CUT TO: The Presidian Dor graveyard. The Found Ruin dodges debris - pieces of starship 
hull, massive engines, metal plating, etc. BACKGROUND: The Presidian Dor explodes.

SFX (Explosion): FOOM. 

3. CUT TO: The Council.

YODA: Quite the adventure, you had.

YODA: Where is he now, this man?

4. CUT TO: A spaceport on the Ring of Kafrene. Mai and Nik stand facing each other on a 
landing pad. MAI’S JEDI STARFIGHTER IN THE BACKGROUND. Nik’s head is low, his hands 
tucked into his pockets. Mai’s R4 astromech watches them both from its tucked in port on the 
fuselage of the fighter.Kaferene reference: https://vignette4.wikia.nocookie.net/starwars/images/
5/5a/Kafrene-City.jpg/revision/latest?cb=20170410220351

R5: Beeweep?

MAI: I have to go.

5. CUT TO: Mai standing in front of the council. Her head is low. 

MAI: I do not know. 

6. CUT TO: The Jedi Council. Mai stands in the center. Mace addresses the council from his 
seat. 

WINDU: If there are no further inquiries, I’d like to thank Master Fel-Tor for coming before the us 
today. 

WINDU: The Council is adjourned. 



Page Six, Six Panels 

1. REVERSE SHOT: Most of the Jedi Masters have exited the chamber. Mai has turned away 
from Yoda, trying to exit herself. Mace Windu looks over his shoulder back at Yoda as he passes 
her. 

YODA (O.P): Stay for a moment, would you, Master Fel-Tor?

2. Yoda stands up in front of his seat, clutching his cane in front of him and resting on it with 
both hands as he looks up at Mai. 

YODA: Burden you, something does. Thoughts, perhaps. Feelings. 

YODA: Sense that, I can.

3. CUT TO: Mai and Nik in the Presidian Dor map room. It’s just after his “It’s beautiful” 
comment. They’re smiling at each other as the map glows behind them. 

YODA (O.P): “Compassion and love connect all things through the Force, Master Fel-Tor. 
Impossible, it is, not to feel them…”

YODA (O.P):”... But we are temporary things. Of the Force, we are and to the Force we return.”

YODA (O.P): “A Jedi must remember this, if they are to remain at peace with the Force…”

4. CUT TO: Jedi Council. Profile view of Yoda standing in front of Mai. 

YODA: … and with themselves. 

5. Yoda begins to walk away from Mai, leaving her in the center of the council chamber. 

YODA: May the Force be with you, Master Fel-Tor. 

YODA: Here, I am, if ever you need me. 

6. Mai is by herself in the Council chamber. The dusky sunlight shining through the 
transparisteel windows is her only company. 

CAP.1: End. 

 
 


